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Hadoop: The Definitive Guide "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
The definitive novel of today’s Silicon Valley, After On flash-captures our cultural and
technological moment with up-to-the-instant savvy. Matters of privacy and government
intrusion, post-Tinder romance, nihilistic terrorism, artificial consciousness, synthetic
biology, and much more are tackled with authority and brash playfulness by New York
Times bestselling author Rob Reid. Meet Phluttr—a diabolically addictive new social
network and a villainess, heroine, enemy, and/or bestie to millions. Phluttr has ingested
every fact and message ever sent to, from, and about her innumerable users. Her
capabilities astound her makers—and they don’t even know the tenth of it. But what’s
the purpose of this stunning creation? Is it a front for something even darker and more
powerful than the NSA? A bid to create a trillion-dollar market by becoming “The UberX
of Sex”? Or a reckless experiment that could spawn the digital equivalent of a middle-
school mean girl with enough charisma, dirt, and cunning to bend the entire planet to
her will? Phluttr has it in her to become the greatest gossip, flirt, or matchmaker in
history. Or she could cure cancer, bring back Seinfeld, then start a nuclear war.
Whatever she does, it’s not up to us. But a motley band of Silicon Valley entrepreneurs,
venture capitalists, and engineers might be able to influence her. After On achieves the
literary singularity—fusing speculative satire and astonishing reality into a sharp-witted,
ferociously believable, IMAX-wide view of our digital age. Praise for After On “Rob
Reid’s mind is like no other known thing in the universe, and this book is a truly
spectacular way to discover it.”—Chris Anderson, head of TED “An extended philosophy
seminar run by a dozen insane Cold War heads-of-station, three millennial COOs and
that guy you went to college with who always had the best weed but never did his
laundry.”—NPR “An epic cyberthriller peppered with pop-culture references, metadata,
and Silicon Valley in-jokes.”—Kirkus Reviews “It’s rare to find a book that combines

laugh-out-loud humor and cutting-edge science with profound philosophical speculation.
This is that book.”—Analog “[Rob Reid] writes in a humorous and sarcastic style while
unveiling a terrifying and frightening scenario that seems all too real.”—Associated Press
R Cookbook "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
How do the experts solve difficult problems in software development? In this unique and
insightful book, leading computer scientists offer case studies that reveal how they found
unusual, carefully designed solutions to high-profile projects. You will be able to look over
the shoulder of major coding and design experts to see problems through their eyes. This is
not simply another design patterns book, or another software engineering treatise on the
right and wrong way to do things. The authors think aloud as they work through their
project's architecture, the tradeoffs made in its construction, and when it was important to
break rules. This book contains 33 chapters contributed by Brian Kernighan, KarlFogel, Jon
Bentley, Tim Bray, Elliotte Rusty Harold, Michael Feathers,Alberto Savoia, Charles Petzold,
Douglas Crockford, Henry S. Warren,Jr., Ashish Gulhati, Lincoln Stein, Jim Kent, Jack
Dongarra and PiotrLuszczek, Adam Kolawa, Greg Kroah-Hartman, Diomidis Spinellis,
AndrewKuchling, Travis E. Oliphant, Ronald Mak, Rogerio Atem de Carvalho andRafael
Monnerat, Bryan Cantrill, Jeff Dean and Sanjay Ghemawat, SimonPeyton Jones, Kent Dybvig,
William Otte and Douglas C. Schmidt, AndrewPatzer, Andreas Zeller, Yukihiro Matsumoto,
Arun Mehta, TV Raman,Laura Wingerd and Christopher Seiwald, and Brian Hayes. Beautiful
Code is an opportunity for master coders to tell their story. All author royalties will be
donated to Amnesty International.

Practical Statistics for Data Scientists "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
"Media organizations should take note of Twitter's power to quickly reach their target consumers." --Tim
O'Reilly (@timoreilly), in a Los Angeles Times interview, March 2009 This practical guide will teach
you everything you need to know to quickly become a Twitter power user. It includes information on the
latest third party applications, strategies and tactics for using Twitter's 140-character messages as a
serious--and effective--way to boost your business, as well as how to turn Twitter into your personal
newspaper, tracking breaking news and learning what matters to you and your friends. Co-written by
Tim O'Reilly and Sarah Milstein, widely followed and highly respected twitterers, the practical
information in The Twitter Book is presented in an innovative, visually rich format that's packed with
clear explanations and examples of best practices that show Twitter in action, as demonstrated by the
work of over 60 twitterers. This book will help you: Use Twitter to connect with colleagues, customers,
family, and friends Stand out on Twitter Avoid common Twitter gaffes and pitfalls Build a critical
professional communications channel with Twitter--and use the best third-party tools that help you
manage it. If you want to know how to use Twitter like a pro, The Twitter Book will quickly get you up
to speed. About the authors: Tim O Reilly (@timoreilly), founder and CEO of O Reilly Media, has
hundreds of thousands of followers on Twitter. Sarah Milstein (@SarahM) frequently writes, speaks and
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teaches about Twitter; she was the 21st user of Twitter.
A Year of Doing Good Random House
Mine the rich data tucked away in popular social websites such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,
and Instagram. With the third edition of this popular guide, data scientists, analysts, and
programmers will learn how to glean insights from social media—including who’s connecting
with whom, what they’re talking about, and where they’re located—using Python code
examples, Jupyter notebooks, or Docker containers. In part one, each standalone chapter focuses
on one aspect of the social landscape, including each of the major social sites, as well as web
pages, blogs and feeds, mailboxes, GitHub, and a newly added chapter covering Instagram. Part
two provides a cookbook with two dozen bite-size recipes for solving particular issues with
Twitter. Get a straightforward synopsis of the social web landscape Use Docker to easily run each
chapter’s example code, packaged as a Jupyter notebook Adapt and contribute to the code’s
open source GitHub repository Learn how to employ best-in-class Python 3 tools to slice and dice
the data you collect Apply advanced mining techniques such as TFIDF, cosine similarity,
collocation analysis, clique detection, and image recognition Build beautiful data visualizations
with Python and JavaScript toolkits
The New Kingmakers "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Martin Hayes spent his childhood on a farm in County Clare, in a
household steeped in musical tradition. After a free-spirited
youth, he headed to the United States where he built a career
that led to a life of musical performance on stages all over the
world. Shared Notes traces this remarkable journey. Picking up
his first fiddle at the age of seven, Hayes learned that music
must express feeling. No amount of technical prowess can
compensate for an absence of soulfulness. His interpretations of
traditional Irish music are recognized the world over for their
exquisite musicality and irresistible rhythm. Hayes has toured
and recorded with guitarist Dennis Cahill for over twenty years,
founded the Irish-American band The Gloaming, The Martin Hayes
Quartet and The Common Ground Ensemble, and here, for the first
time, tells his story of getting to the heart of the music.
Data for the Public Good "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Describes the events surrounding the assassination of Abraham Lincoln
and the hunt to track down John Wilkes Booth and his accomplices.
The No Asshole Rule Graphic Arts Books
The first collection to address the collective transformation
happening in response to the rise of social media With the rise of web
2.0 and social media platforms taking over vast tracts of territory on
the internet, the media landscape has shifted drastically in the past
20 years, transforming previously stable relationships between media
creators and consumers. The Social Media Reader is the first
collection to address the collective transformation with pieces on
social media, peer production, copyright politics, and other aspects

of contemporary internet culture from all the major thinkers in the
field. Culling a broad range and incorporating different styles of
scholarship from foundational pieces and published articles to
unpublished pieces, journalistic accounts, personal narratives from
blogs, and whitepapers, The Social Media Reader promises to be an
essential text, with contributions from Lawrence Lessig, Henry
Jenkins, Clay Shirky, Tim O'Reilly, Chris Anderson, Yochai Benkler,
danah boyd, and Fred von Loehmann, to name a few. It covers a wide-
ranging topical terrain, much like the internet itself, with
particular emphasis on collaboration and sharing, the politics of
social media and social networking, Free Culture and copyright
politics, and labor and ownership. Theorizing new models of
collaboration, identity, commerce, copyright, ownership, and labor,
these essays outline possibilities for cultural democracy that arise
when the formerly passive audience becomes active cultural creators,
while warning of the dystopian potential of new forms of surveillance
and control.
What is Web 2.0 Penguin Group
Summary Nim is a multi-paradigm language that offers powerful
customization options with the ability to compile to everything from C
to JavaScript. In Nim in Action you'll learn how Nim compares to other
languages in style and performance, master its structure and syntax,
and discover unique features. Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.
About the Technology Nim is a multi-paradigm programming language that
offers powerful customization options with the ability to compile to
everything from C to JavaScript. It can be used in any project and
illustrates that you don't have to sacrifice performance for
expressiveness! About the Book Nim in Action is your guide to
application development in Nim. You'll learn how Nim compares to other
languages in style and performance, master its structure and syntax,
and discover unique features. By carefully walking through a Twitter
clone and other real-world examples, you'll see just how Nim can be
used every day while also learning how to tackle concurrency, package
finished applications, and interface with other languages. With the
best practices and rich examples in this book, you'll be able to start
using Nim today. What's Inside Language features and implementation
Nimble package manager Asynchronous I/O Interfacing with C and
JavaScript Metaprogramming About the Reader For developers comfortable
with mainstream languages like Java, Python, C++ or C#. About the
Author Dominik Picheta is one of the principal developers of Nim and
author of the Nimble package manager. Summary PART 1 -THE BASICS OF
NIM Why Nim? Getting started PART 2 - NIM IN PRACTICE 3 Writing a chat
application 4 A tour through the standard library 5 Package management
6 Parallelism 7 Building a Twitter clone PART 3 - ADVANCED CONCEPTS 8
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Interfacing with other languages 9 Metaprogramming
Intertwingled "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
The overwhelming majority of a software system’s lifespan is spent in
use, not in design or implementation. So, why does conventional wisdom
insist that software engineers focus primarily on the design and
development of large-scale computing systems? In this collection of
essays and articles, key members of Google’s Site Reliability Team
explain how and why their commitment to the entire lifecycle has
enabled the company to successfully build, deploy, monitor, and
maintain some of the largest software systems in the world. You’ll
learn the principles and practices that enable Google engineers to
make systems more scalable, reliable, and efficient—lessons directly
applicable to your organization. This book is divided into four
sections: Introduction—Learn what site reliability engineering is and
why it differs from conventional IT industry practices
Principles—Examine the patterns, behaviors, and areas of concern that
influence the work of a site reliability engineer (SRE)
Practices—Understand the theory and practice of an SRE’s day-to-day
work: building and operating large distributed computing systems
Management—Explore Google's best practices for training,
communication, and meetings that your organization can use
Mining the Social Web HarperCollins
Perform data analysis with R quickly and efficiently with more than
275 practical recipes in this expanded second edition. The R language
provides everything you need to do statistical work, but its structure
can be difficult to master. These task-oriented recipes make you
productive with R immediately. Solutions range from basic tasks to
input and output, general statistics, graphics, and linear regression.
Each recipe addresses a specific problem and includes a discussion
that explains the solution and provides insight into how it works. If
you’re a beginner, R Cookbook will help get you started. If you’re an
intermediate user, this book will jog your memory and expand your
horizons. You’ll get the job done faster and learn more about R in the
process. Create vectors, handle variables, and perform basic functions
Simplify data input and output Tackle data structures such as
matrices, lists, factors, and data frames Work with probability,
probability distributions, and random variables Calculate statistics
and confidence intervals and perform statistical tests Create a
variety of graphic displays Build statistical models with linear
regressions and analysis of variance (ANOVA) Explore advanced
statistical techniques, such as finding clusters in your data
Site Reliability Engineering Macmillan
HTML5 is revolutionizing the Web, and now it's coming to your ebook
reader! With the release of the EPUB 3 specification, HTML5 support is
officially a part of the EPUB standard, and publishers are able to

take full advantage of HTML5's rich feature set to add rich media and
interactivity to their ebook content. HTML5 for Publishers gives an
overview of some of the most exciting features HTML5 provides to ebook
content creators--audio/video, geolocation, and the Canvas--and shows
how to put them in action. Learn how to: Intersperse audio/video with
textual content Create a graphing calculator to display algebraic
equations on the Canvas Use geolocation to customize a work of fiction
with details from the reader's locale Employ MathML to create an
interactive equation solver Make a coloring book using SVG and
JavaScript
Mining the Social Web "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
The New Kingmakers documents the rise of the developer class, and
provides strategies for companies to adapt to the new technology
landscape. From recruiting to retention, it provides a playbook to
work more efficiently and effectively with the most important members
of your organization.
Twitter for Good "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
This collection represents the full spectrum of data-related content
we’ve published on O’Reilly Radar over the last year. Mike Loukides
kicked things off in June 2010 with “What is data science?” and from
there we’ve pursued the various threads and themes that naturally
emerged. Now, roughly a year later, we can look back over all we’ve
covered and identify a number of core data areas: Data issues -- The
opportunities and ambiguities of the data space are evident in
discussions around privacy, the implications of data-centric
industries, and the debate about the phrase “data science” itself. The
application of data: products and processes – A “data product” can
emerge from virtually any domain, including everything from data
startups to established enterprises to media/journalism to education
and research. Data science and data tools -- The tools and
technologies that drive data science are of course essential to this
space, but the varied techniques being applied are also key to
understanding the big data arena. The business of data – Take a closer
look at the actions connected to data -- the finding, organizing, and
analyzing that provide organizations of all sizes with the information
they need to compete.

The Twitter Book "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Ever since we first introduced the term Web 2.0, people have been
asking, What ™s next? Assuming that Web 2.0 was meant to be a
kind of software version number (rather than a statement about
the second coming of the Web after the dotcom bust), we ™re
constantly asked about Web 3.0. Is it the semantic web? The
sentient web? Is it the social web? The mobile web? Is it some
form of virtual reality? It is all of those, and more. The Web is
no longer a collection of static pages of HTML that describe
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something in the world. Increasingly, the Web is the world
"everything and everyone in the world casts an information
shadow,an aura of data which, when captured and processed
intelligently, offers extraordinary opportunity and mindbending
implications. Web Squared is our way of exploring this phenomenon
and giving it a name.
The Reality Game PublicAffairs
Silver Medal Winner, Social Networking, 2012 Axiom Business Book
Awards Silver Medal Winner, Business and Leadership, 2012 Nautilus
Book Awards The official word from Twitter on how to harness the power
of the platform for any cause. As recent events in Japan, the Middle
East, and Haiti have shown, Twitter offers a unique platform to
connect individuals and influence change in ways that were unthinkable
only a short time ago. In Twitter for Good, Claire Diaz Ortiz,
Twitter’s head of corporate social innovation and philanthropy, shares
the same strategies she offers to organizations launching cause-based
campaigns. Filled with dynamic examples from initiatives around the
world, this groundbreaking book offers practical guidelines for
harnessing individual activism via Twitter as a force for social
change. Reveals why every organization needs a dedicated Twitter
strategy and explains how to set one Introduces the five-step model
taught at trainings around the world: T.W.E.E.T. (Target, Write,
Engage, Explore, Track) Author @claired is the head of corporate
social innovation and philanthropy at Twitter, collaborating with
organizations like Nike, Pepsi, MTV, the American Red Cross,
charity:water, Room to Read, the Gates Foundation, the Skoll
Foundation, the Case Foundation, National Wildlife Federation, Kiva,
the United Nations, Free the Children, Committee to Protect
Journalists, Partners in Health, FEMA, Ushahidi, The Acumen Fund With
more than 200 million users worldwide, Twitter has established itself
as a dynamic force, one that every business and nonprofit must
understand how to use effectively.

Doing Capitalism in the Innovation Economy "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Twitter is not just for talking about your breakfast anymore.
It’s become an indispensable communications tool for businesses,
non-profits, celebrities, and people around the globe. With the
second edition of this friendly, full-color guide, you’ll quickly
get up to speed not only on standard features, but also on new
options and nuanced uses that will help you tweet with
confidence. Co-written by two widely recognized Twitter experts,
The Twitter Book is packed with all-new real-world examples,
solid advice, and clear explanations guaranteed to turn you into
a power user. Use Twitter to connect with colleagues, customers,
family, and friends Stand out on Twitter Avoid common gaffes and

pitfalls Build a critical communications channel with Twitter—and
use the best third-party tools to manage it. Want to learn how to
use Twitter like a pro? Get the book that readers and critics
alike rave about.
Open Government No Starch Press
Judith O'Reilly embarks on a year long social experiment in the
witty 'A Year of Doing Good'. Fed up of New Year's resolutions
involving diets and exercise abandoned on January 2nd, Judith is
attempting to be good. For one whole year. She embarked on a
mission to do one good deed every day. Some called it a social
experiment. At times she called it madness. Juggling family,
friends and a variety of neighbours in the small Northumberland
village she calls home, she recounts the ups, downs, moments of
doubt and sheer bloody hard work of doing good.
Beautiful Code O'Reilly Media
Master professional-level coding in Rust. For developers who’ve
mastered the basics, this book is the next step on your way to
professional-level programming in Rust. It covers everything you need
to build and maintain larger code bases, write powerful and flexible
applications and libraries, and confidently expand the scope and
complexity of your projects. Author Jon Gjengset takes you deep into
the Rust programming language, dissecting core topics like ownership,
traits, concurrency, and unsafe code. You’ll explore key concepts like
type layout and trait coherence, delve into the inner workings of
concurrent programming and asynchrony with async/await, and take a
tour of the world of no_std programming. Gjengset also provides expert
guidance on API design, testing strategies, and error handling, and
will help develop your understanding of foreign function interfaces,
object safety, procedural macros, and much more. You'll Learn: How to
design reliable, idiomatic, and ergonomic Rust programs based on best
principles Effective use of declarative and procedural macros, and the
difference between them How asynchrony works in Rust – all the way
from the Pin and Waker types used in manual implementations of
Futures, to how async/await saves you from thinking about most of
those words What it means for code to be unsafe, and best practices
for writing and interacting with unsafe functions and traits How to
organize and configure more complex Rust projects so that they
integrate nicely with the rest of the ecosystem How to write Rust code
that can interoperate with non-Rust libraries and systems, or run in
constrained and embedded environments Brimming with practical,
pragmatic insights that you can immediately apply, Rust for Rustaceans
helps you do more with Rust, while also teaching you its underlying
mechanisms.
The Family Business "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
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The definitive guide to working with -- and surviving -- bullies, creeps,
jerks, tyrants, tormentors, despots, backstabbers, egomaniacs, and all the
other assholes who do their best to destroy you at work. "What an asshole!"
How many times have you said that about someone at work? You're not alone!
In this groundbreaking book, Stanford University professor Robert I. Sutton
builds on his acclaimed Harvard Business Review article to show you the best
ways to deal with assholes...and why they can be so destructive to your
company. Practical, compassionate, and in places downright funny, this guide
offers: Strategies on how to pinpoint and eliminate negative influences for
good Illuminating case histories from major organizations A self-diagnostic
test and a program to identify and keep your own "inner jerk" from coming
out The No Asshole Rule is a New York Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today
and Business Week bestseller.

Nim in Action Simon and Schuster
As we move into an era of unprecedented volumes of data and computing
power, the benefits aren't for business alone. Data can help citizens
access government, hold it accountable and build new services to help
themselves. Simply making data available is not sufficient. The use of
data for the public good is being driven by a distributed community of
media, nonprofits, academics and civic advocates. This report from
O'Reilly Radar highlights the principles of data in the public good,
and surveys areas where data is already being used to great effect,
covering: Consumer finance Transit data Government transparency Data
journalism Aid and development Crisis and emergency response
Healthcare
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